It is often said that politics is an amoral realm of power and interest in which moral judgment is irrelevant. In this book, by contrast, John Kane argues that people’s positive moral judgments of political actors and institutions provide leaders with an important resource, which he christens “moral capital.” Negative judgments cause a loss of moral capital which jeopardizes legitimacy and political survival. Studies of several historical and contemporary leaders – Lincoln, de Gaulle, Mandela, Aung San Suu Kyi – illustrate the significance of moral capital for political legitimation, mobilizing support, and the creation of strategic opportunities. In the book’s final section, Kane applies his arguments to the American presidency from Kennedy to Clinton. He argues that a moral crisis has afflicted the nation at its mythical heart and has been refracted through and enacted within its central institutions, eroding the moral capital of government and people and undermining the nation’s morale.

John Kane is the Head of the School of Politics and Public Policy at Griffith University, Queensland. He has published articles in such journals as *Political Theory*, *NOMOS* and *Telos*, and is also co-editor of *Rethinking Australian Citizenship* (2000).
As the twenty-first century begins, major new political challenges have arisen at the same time as some of the most enduring dilemmas of political association remain unresolved. The collapse of communism and the end of the Cold War reflect a victory for democratic and liberal values, yet in many of the Western countries that nurtured those values there are severe problems of urban decay, class and racial conflict, and failing political legitimacy. Enduring global injustice and inequality seem compounded by environmental problems, disease, the oppression of women, racial, ethnic and religious minorities, and the relentless growth of the world’s population. In such circumstances, the need for creative thinking about the fundamentals of human political association is manifest. This new series in contemporary political theory is needed to foster such systematic normative reflection.

The series proceeds in the belief that the time is ripe for a reassertion of the importance of problem-driven political theory. It is concerned, that is, with works that are motivated by the impulse to understand, think critically about, and address the problems in the world, rather than issues that are thrown up primarily in academic debate. Books in the series may be interdisciplinary in character, ranging over issues conventionally dealt with in philosophy, law, history and the human sciences. The range of materials and the methods of proceeding should be dictated by the problem at hand, not the conventional debates or disciplinary divisions of academia.

Other books in the series
Ian Shapiro and Casiano Hacker-Cordón (eds.)
Democratic Value
Ian Shapiro and Casiano Hacker-Cordón (eds.)
Democratic Edges
Brooke A. Ackerly
Political Theory and Feminist Social Criticism
Clarissa Rile Hayward
De-Facing Power
The Politics of Moral Capital

John Kane
For Kay
A man has only one death. That death may be as weighty as Mount T’ai or it may be as light as a goose feather. It all depends on the way he uses it.

Su-ma Ch’ien, Han shu
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This book had its genesis in an undergraduate class I convened as Olmsted Visiting Professor to the Department of Political Science, Yale University in 1996–97. The Olmsted were benefactors who had funded an Ethics, Politics and Economics program in the department as a means of addressing their concern about an apparent decline in the moral sensibility of national leaders. Their hope was that such a program would stimulate serious reflection on ethics and politics among undergraduates who might one day play significant roles on the political stage. Given the task of devising a suitable course, I thought long and hard about how I might approach the topic in a way that took the moral factor in political life seriously while avoiding naivete or fruitless moralizing.

The idea of moral capital was my solution to the problem, and I proposed it to the class as a concept to be collectively explored rather than as an indicator of knowledge to be mastered. All leapt on it with an energy and intelligence that quite overwhelmed me, and in the process provided me with one of the best teaching experiences of my life. It is to the twenty-two members of that class of ’96, then, that I owe my first debt of acknowledgment. It was their boundless enthusiasm, more than anything else, that caused me to believe there might be sufficient interest in the topic to make an extended study worthwhile. It would be invidious to name individual names, but I hope that all will remember with as much pleasure as myself the semester in which we first tested the concept of moral capital on a range of political leaders past and present.

I must also thank colleagues and post-graduate students at Yale for many stimulating discussions in which I was first forced to defend and clarify the notion of moral capital. In particular, I would like to mention Leonard Wantchekon, Eric Patashnik, Rogers Smith, Don Green, Steven Smith, Norma Thompson, Casiano Hacker-Cordón and Courtney Jung. Above all, I must thank Ian Shapiro for his unfailing encouragement and always useful commentary. Back home in Australia, I received further valuable critique from a number of colleagues: Elizabeth van Acker, Patrick Bishop, and especially Haig Patapan, whose generous
readings of various drafts and long discussions on the nature of the topic
have contributed more to the final shape of this book than any other
influence. The responses of Carol Bois, both positive and negative, were
also a very significant aid in my attempts to clarify the nature of my
authorial task. And I must thank two anonymous Cambridge readers
whose penetrating comments improved my appreciation of the problems
involved. Whatever virtues the book possesses is due in large part to these
people. Its shortcomings are, of course, entirely my own.

A further special debt is owed to Geoff Stokes, without whose unstint-
ing, often selfless encouragement and support over many years this book
would never have been written. Finally, I must thank wholeheartedly my
beloved wife, Kay, whose belief is constantly nourishing and whose
patience has been fortunately endless, and my dear children, Matthew
and Philippa, who were amazed it could take me so long to write a single
book.